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Problem

Segmenting aortic valve in TEE images

Volumes vary from 100x100x50 to 250x250x150 voxels, 

and 0.75 to 1mm

2891 volumes from 869 patients



Estimate 9D space

Marginal Space Deep Learning

1) Roughly initialize the 9 parameters (localization)

2) Used deep learning to “guide the shape deformation” (fine-tuning)

Learning classifiers in clustered, high probability regions of spaces



Sparse Adaptive Deep Neural Network 
(SADNN)

Extracting sufficiently representative training set

Training set = m patches with a set of class 

assignment (y)

Find a sparsity map for the weights (w)







“...in later stages of the training 
exponentially less filter weights are set 
to zero ”



Dropout: Similar end result

Translation Invariance: No convs. BUT each sparse pattern in invariant to 
position so we get translation invariance

Pooling: None here

Kernel structure: No longer square because we have an adaptive sampling 
method



Marginal Space Deep Learning

Marginal spaces





Balancing training set

Due to limited range in position, orientation and space, great class imbalance exists (1:1000)

Series of shallow nets



Boundary estimation

Boundary classification problem using 

translation and orientation along the normal

Training data: samples along the ground truth 

boundary (positive) and various distances from 

boundary (negative)



Experiments

Cascade network:  5832 (sparse) x 60 x 1

Main classifier: 5832 (sparse) x 150 x 80 x 50 x 1
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Characterizing 
Sparse Connectivity 
Patterns in Neural 
Networks

https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.02131

Metric for measuring sparsity in fully 

connected layers in CNN



If you reduced connectivity 

in fully connected layers, it 

made little difference to 

overall performance



Window Adjacent Matrix (A^w)



Scatter (S)

= Proportion of values > 1 in window 

adjacent matrix

We need to consider the number of 

S values in the network i.e. the 

number of junction which share the 

same level of scatter



Future Work

Extending this concept to conv layers

In the meantime, small Keras script will be made available on martellab website


